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1) INTRODUCTION

This report studies some networking problems that are relevant to a
communication system for use by a small fleet of submarines involved in
detection and tracking operations. The fleet may consist of between 3
and 5 platforms separated by about 15 km and moving in formation at
about 5 km/h. Communication between the submarines takes place on a
sonar channel at a yet to be specified frequency between 1000 and
40000 Hz. The requirements for the data rate are between 10 and 100
bps. Low probability of intercept is a key requirement and spread
spectrum modulation will be used. The determination of many operational
parameters will depend on an ongoing study of wave propagation
performed at CSDL and MIT's Department of Ocean Engineering.

Aspects of the study

We have focused our attention on three aspects of the system:
-channel sharing methods
-data routing patterns
-combination of coding and automatic repeat request (ARQ) for low
probability of intercept (LPI) operations.

Details about these three aspects are developed below. Before giving
more details we will recall some physical parameters that determine
many characteristics of the system.

Physical characteristics

Wavelenth: The speed of sound in water is about 1500 m/s, depending on
depth, temperature, salinity etc... The wavelength corresponding to a
frequency of 1000 Hz is about 1.5 m, while the wavelenght corresponding
to 20 khz is 7.5 cm. Especially at the higher frequency, the wavelength
is reminiscent of those associated with microwave operation in the air
or in space and high antenna gains can be achieved with moderately



sized antennas.

Propagation delau: It takes about 10 s for a soundwave to propagate in
water between platforms separated by 15 km. This is an unusually large
delay for communication systems. However this represents only 1000
"bit times" if transmission takes place at 100 bps.

Attenuation Waves attenuate as a function of distance. The dependence
of the field strength with distance r is of the form l/r2 exp(-a r). The
constant a, which represents attenuation due to absorbtion, varies with
frequency. It is about equal to 10- 3 db/km at 100 Hz, 10-1 at 1000 Hz,
1 db at 10 khz and 3.5 dB at 20 khz; these numbers are approximate as
they depend on temperature, depth, salinity etc...

Multipath propagation: The velocity gradient of the ocean causes the
sound beam to be refracted, causing multipath propagation and fading.
Geometric propagation models based on the thermal gradient predict that
in ocean deeper than 1 km many propagation paths caused only by
refraction will have propagation times within 350 ms of the fastest ray.
In addition to those, other paths undergo bottom or surface bounces;
their extra delays are much higher, the precise values depend on the
depth of operation and on the depth of the ocean.
As if this was not enough, closely spaced multipath distortion (time
smear) also occurs because of forward scattering in the medium. This
scattering is the result of the thermal microstructure of the water.
The signal is also subject to random fluctuating Doppler shifts and
spread because of surface and internal wave motion.

Effects due to the movement of the platforms: No significant doppler
shift is expected from the movement of the patforms, as they will move
in formation. If their speed is 5 km/h (about 1.38 m/s) , this would
correspond to about 1 wavelength per second at 1000 hz, and 20
wavelength per second at 20 khz. As fading characteristics change
drastically with distance in about half a wavelength, the coherence time
of the channel will range from 500 to 25 ms (this assumes that there
are scatterers nearby the receiver and may not be very accurate).



2) CHANNEL ACCESS METHOD

This section deals with the wag the communication channel should be
organized. We immediately distinguish between two main modes of
operation:

-) point-to-point, where directional antennas are used to establish
point-to-point communication lines between the submarines. If there is
little interference between different beams, there is no need to have
different transmitters use different frequency bands (FDMA), time slots
(TDMA), or different spread spectrum patterns (CDMA).

-) broadcast mode, where omnidirectional antennas are used that allow
all the submarines to hear each other. That mode of operation may be
advantageous if the same data must be used by many different
submarines.
However the broadcast nature of the channel necessitates some
precautions in the channel access method to avoid interference.

Among those interference avoiding techniques are FDMA and TDMA. They
are not very efficient from a channel use point of view if the data is
bursty. There is also the possibility to use contention methods where
different transmitters may transmit simultaneously, and collisions are
resolved by a protocol. These techniques can be very efficient in
situations where it can be quickly determined if a channel is idle, and
(ideally) if a collision is occuring, like in ETHERNET.

Initially we were planning to spend a fair amount of time determining
the best access method and possibly developing multiaccess protocols.
However we quickly realized that point to point communication was
preferable. Here are the reasons:

The long propagation times make the efficient determination of channel
idleness impossible, except if very long blocks of data are being
exchanged. Also the determination of collisions occuring would be a
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difficult task due to the fading nature of the channel and to the spread
spectrum modulation. Thus very efficient contention access did not seem
possible. This leaves open the possibility of standard ALOHA, or some
type of FDMA, TDrA, or CDMA.

However, the operation in broadcast mode appears undesirable for a
number of reasons.
-It may not be required from a data processing point of view.
-Even if it were, reliable communication would be difficult to achieve as
the different receivers would see different fading patterns, so that ARQ
schemes would be complicated and less efficient than on point to point
channels.
- From an LPI viewpoint the operation in broadcast mode is very
undesirable as power is transmitted in all directions, giving a big
advantage to the interceptor; this can be justified in more details by a
method as that in section 3.

The previous remark implies that directional antennas should be used. At
the higher frequencies they will have enough directionality so that
simultaneous transmissions and receptions can take place at a given
platform.

This need not be true at the lower frequencies (with reasonable array
size) where the field of view of an antenna may include many
transmitters. However in typical situations the transmitters will be at
different distances and the section on routing below will explain that
information should only be received from the closest transmitter.
Interference can still be produced by the farther transmitters. It will be
considerably attenuated due to three factors:

- the directionality of the transmit and receive antennas
- the larger distances from the interferers than from the desired source
- the use of spread spectrum waveforms

We expect that the combination of these three factors (which might
easily be 50 dB) will be enough to reduce interference to levels small
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enough even for operation in a fading environment.
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3) ROUTING

A network issue arising in the system is that of routing. Specifically, if
there are 4 submarines arranged as 3 at the corners of an equilateral
triangle and one at the center, then it is not clear if the traffic between
corner submarines should be direct, or if it should transit via the center
submarine.

In the routing problem for wire networks, the links and their capacities
are given, and the only issue is that of deciding the routing pattern that
will minimize some network cost, like message delay. The problem at
hand is very different in that delay is not an important issue, and it is
the existence of the links that is questioned. As LPI is an important
requirement of the system, we have attacked the routing problem from
that angle.

Specifically in the next section, we will find the routing pattern that
requires the least total power for a given data rate, the idea being that
larger power increases the probability of detection. We will see that
routing through the center is preferable, as the increase in power
required at the center is made up by an even higher decrease at the
corners.

That approach neglects the fact that as the data rate is increased on the
link between the center and the corner, then the spread spectrum margin
must be reduced if the total bandwidth is kept constant. That gives an
advantage to the interceptor. However that advantage does not get close
to making up for the reduction of power possible by routing through the
center.

Implicit in these analyses is that the channel bandwidth is much larger
than the data rate, so that signal power only increases linearly with rate
for a given probability of error ( the increase in rate is handled by using
more dimensions in the available signal space, not by transmitting more
bits per dimension).
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3.1 Minimizing total power

The transmission loss (in dB) between points located at distance r can
be written as

TL = 10 log(e) [ K (In r - In ro ) + a(f) ( r - ro)]

where r0 is a reference distance, a(f) is an attenuation coefficient

depending on the frequency f, and K = 0,1,2 or 3 depending on the mode of
the wave spreading (none,cylindical,spherical or hyperspherical; in the
open ocean it would be 2).

Consider now Figure 1. There are 3 nodes, A, B and C. There are two
wags through which data can flow from A to B; either directly through a
distance rt, or via C. The latter case corresponds to two transmissions,

each over a distance of r. The transmitted power in the first case will
be denoted by Pi, while P denotes the transmitted power at A and at C

in the second case. There is a relationship between Pi and P imposed by

the fact that the received power P0 at B should be the same in both

cases.
A

D B

Figure 1: platform configuration
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Using the formula given above for the transmission loss we obtain:

in P1 - in P = K In ( r 1 / r ) + a(f) ( rl - r )

It is convenient to define the angle (ACB) as t and to note that

r 1 /r = 2 sin(P/2)

The power efficiency of the double-hop routing with respect to the
single-hop routing is defined naturally as

G(r,t) = 10 log(e) In( P 1/ (2 P) ) dB

= 10 log(e)[ ( 2 sin(4)/2) - 1 ) a(f) r + w(0)]

where w(p) = K in(sin(P/2)) + (K-1) ln(2) is independent of r.

That formula is plotted in Figure 2 for K=2 (open ocean).

Note that in region i) ( 4 < 7/3 ) both w(g) and the coefficient of r in
the formula for G(r,t) are negative, thus at acute angles double-hop
routing never reduces total power.

In region ii) ( st/2 < 4p < X ) both w(M) and the coefficient of r are
positive, thus double-hop routing always helps.
This is the case with the triangular configuration.

Finally in region iii) ( t/3 < p < i/2 ) the coefficient of r is positive,
but w(T) is negative. Thus double-hop routing reduces total power if the
distance r is large enough. The value of the treshold depends on the
attenuation coefficient a(f)

In conclusion, from a total power point of view double hop routing is
always appropriate in the triangular configuration. The next section
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analyzes what happens if the reduction in spread-spectrum margin on
link CB due to the increase in data rate on that link is taken into
account.
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Figure 2
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3.2. Network Routing Patterns - LPI Consideration

3.2.1. Network Configuration and routing alternatives

The expected submarine network configuration consists of 4 submarines, 3 of them at the corners
of an equilateral triangle and a fourth one at the center as shown in figure 1. In this network
configuration a routing issue appears: should communication between the corners of the triangle
be direct, or should it be relayed through the center.

b6marx7ne A 

Figure 1. Network Configuration

We may simplify the problem by concentrating, without any loss of generality, only on the
communications from submarines A and C to submarine B. In a direct routing situation, as shown
in figure 2a, submarines A and C transmit directly to submarine B, with equal data rate RD. In an
indirect routing situation, data rate of transmission from submarines C to B is increased to 2RD,
due to the additional traffic routed through submarine C, but originated from submarine A. The
data rate from A to C is RD.

A% B A B

~~C ~~C

Fig 2a. Direct Routing Fig 2b. Indirect Routing
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We first note that a larger power is needed to transmit over a longer distance, and if the dis-
tance between submarines A and B is larger than that between submarines A and C, then the
probability for the transmission from submarine A to be intercepted is lower in the indirect
routing case than that in the direct routing case. However, with the increase in data rate over
the link between submarines C and B, the probability for the transmission from submarine C
to be intercepted is larger in the indirect routing case than that in the direct routing case.

To study the trade-off between the two routing options in terms of the over-all probability of inter-
ception for the whole fleet of submarines, it is first necessary to know the amounts by which the prob-
ability of intercept decreases for transmission from submarine A and increases for transmission from
submarine C, by going from a direct routing option to an indirect routing option. A relationship
is needed to illustrate how distances and data rates affect probability of interception. This is done in
the following section.

3.2.2. LPI Analysis

In the Low Probability of intercept (LPI) analysis presented here, the interceptors are assumed to
be hydrophones, randomly placed over the ocean floor. Each of these hydrophones is modelled as a
chip radiometer, which is a simple energy detector, over a part of the total transmission bandwidth.

By considering these hydrophones to be randomly, and uniformly, distributed over the whole ocean
floor, comparison of probabilities of interception of a submarine under different routing options can
be done simply by comparing the ranges over which an interceptor hydrophone could detect, for
some probability of detection and false alarm, transmission from the submarine under these routing
options.

As shown in figure 3, consider a transmission of data rate RD from submarine A to submarine
B, a distance rs apart. The received carrier power C8 to noise power spectral density NO ratio at
submarine B receiver is

C PTG SR 1 ) ezp(-cars) (1)
where

where

PT = submarine A transmitter power (watts)
GST = gain of submarine A transmitting antenna in the direction of submarine B.
GSR = gain of submarine B receive antenna to the desired signal
TSR = system noise temperature of submarine B
M = submarine A to submarine B link margin
A = wavelength of the transmitted signal
k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10- 23 (J/K)
K = spreading index (to be explained later)
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Similarly, the received power to noise power spectral density at the hydrophone is

C1 Gil? 1 A K= PTGIT T ( 4 ) ezp(-cri) (2)

where

ri = interceptor range
GIT = gain of submarine A transmitting antenna in the direction of the interceptor
GIR = gain of the interceptor's receive antenna in the direction of submarine A
TIR = system noise temperature of the interceptor

Note that a simple accounting of power levels and transmission losses, at the receiver of submarine B
and at the interceptor hydrophone, has been used here to arrive at the above two equations. In gen-
eral, the power level at the receiver, or hydrophone, depends on the position of the receiver relative
to the line of transmission and on the orientation of the receive antenna. These are accounted for by
the gain terms in the two equations.

In general, sonar transmission over a distance r8 suffers two major types of transmission losses.

Firstly, loss due to spreading, accounted for by the (4-, s) term, where K is the spreading index
and

K = 0 for no spreading
1 for cylindrical spreading
2 for spherical spreading
3 for hyperspherical spreading

and secondly, loss due to absorption, accounted for by the exp(-atr) term, where oa is the ab-
sorption coefficient. The absorption coefficient is a well-tabulated parameter that depends on the
temperature of the sea water, the depth of the submarines and the sonar transmit frequency.

The bit energy Eb, to noise power spectral density No at the receiver of submarine B is

Eb Co (3)
NO No RD

where RD is the data rate of the transmission.

From equation (1) and (3),

Eb. GSR 1 1 A K ( ) (4)
b = PTG SR ( )Kep( rs) (4)

No TSR kM RD 47rrs

Inserting the relationship of PT from equation (2) and (4) gives

CI GIT GIR TSR Eb]- rS)K - ) (5)

NO GST GsR TIR N R ri

The effective post-detection SNR in the interceptor chip radiometer is well-known to be, in the
absence of fading,

- Ci WI /T (6)
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where

C = I for WIT products greater than 10
T = total integration time
W = total transmission bandwidth
WI = bandwidth of interceptor receiver < W

The communication signal will be detectable for some probability of detection PD and false alarm
PFA, if the interceptor's SNR exceeds some threshold value dT. Hence at the threshold, let dT = d,
and from equations (5) and (6),

GIT GIR TSR Eb] 1 WI T rS T rs (7)
dT = [G G M -]RD(W) '(lS) Kp[(rs - ri)] (7)

By letting

GIT GIR TSR M Eb] 1()
= [ GST GSR TIR CdT No

a constant in our analysis, we now arrive at the desired equation relating rI, the interceptor range,
with rs, the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, and RD the transmission data rate.

rI Kear ' = ,RRDs K ers (9)

Note that in arriving at this relationship, we have assumed that the interceptor's hydrophone listens
to a fixed band of frequency WI with integration time T.

To compare two routing options, assume that in case 1 r8 and RD are rl and R1 respectively and
in case 2, r8 and RD are changed to r2 and R2 respectively,

For case 1,

riK ear l = 1 Rlrl Kearl (10)

For case 2,

rI2KearI 2 = 13R 2 r2Kear2 (11)

where r11 and rI 2 are the interceptor ranges for case 1 and case 2 respectively.

From equations (10) and (11) we have,

(rI2 )exp[a(r2 rjI)] - R2 )()Kezp[a(r 2 - r)] (12)

Let

0=rI2
rI

r2

- I~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~z-- m -~""" ~"~"~"~~""""~~-



R2
P R1

TI1

rl

Substituting these ratios into equation (12), we have,

OKeaAr(--l1) = ptKearl (--1) (13)

This equation therefore relates 6, the proportional change in interceptor range with it, proportional
change in transmission distance, and p, proportional change in transmission data rate. A is the ra-
tio between interceptor range and transmission distance in case 1, and depends mostly on antennas
gains. As mentioned before, the interceptor range is used as a measure of the probability of intercep-
tion when the transmission data rate and the distance between the transmitter and receiver change
under different routing options. This equation will be analyzed in detail in the next section for trade-
offs between direct and indirect routing options.

3.2.3. Numerical Results

As in figure 3, let

r = the distance between submarines A and B.
d = the angle ACB

A r 8

C

Figure 3. Network Geometry

From geometry, the distance between submarines A and C, which is equal to the distance between
submarines C and B, is

ir r [2 ( 1/2 (14)
2(1 - cosO)

For submarine A, there is no change in transmission data rate, hence, PA = 1. The proportional
change in transmission distance is
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rl 1 1/2 (15)
r 2(1 - cos) ] (

Hence equation (13) becomes

AKezp[crAr(OA - 1)1 = HAKezp[oar(IA - 1)] (16)

for submarine A, where OA is the proportional change in interceptor range for submarine A.

For submarine C, there is no change in transmission distance, hence, tsc = 1. But the transmission
data rate has doubled to give

2RD
Pc = =2 (17)

RD

Hence equation (13), together with equation (15), gives

OcKezp[aAr'(Oc - 1)] = pc (18)

for submarine C, where 6 c is the proportional change in interceptor range for submarine C. Sub-
stituting equation (14) into (18), we have,

cKexp[CAtsAr(9c - 1)1 = PC (19)

Table 1 tabulates the results of some numerical computation using equations (16) and (19). The
value of a, the absorption coefficient, used is 3.5 dB/km. This is the absorption coefficient corre-
sponding to an ocean temperature of 400 F, sonar frequency of 20 kHz at a depth of about 1/2
miles. Some other values used include K = 2, for spherical spreading, r = 15 km, and A = 10- 2

for both submarines.

We first note that for 0 < 60 ° , r' > r. It is obvious that indirect routing is inferior compared to
direct routing in such cases. For 0 > 600, Table 1 tabulates the values of JA, OA and Uc, using
PC = 2.

It is observed that for very small increase in 0, i.e., a very small decrease in transmission distance,
the LPI performance for submarine A improves tremendously. For example, for -= 950, OA = 0.1,
in other words, the interceptor range for submarine A drops by some 10 folds by going from a direct
to an indirect routing. This is achieved with an increase of only 39% in the interceptor range for
submarine C, since Oc = 1.39. In the configuration described in figure 1, e = 120 ° .

Table 2 tabulates PC and Oc for more values of Pc other than 2, for t = 900 and 120 ° . It is again
observed that a large amount of increase in pc is needed to bring about a significant increase in
OC.
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Table 1. Numerical Computation of Eq. (16) and (19)

0 /.LA OA Oc(pc = 2)

60 1 1 1.385
65 0.93 0.63 1.385
70 0.87 0.42 1.385
75 0.82 0.29 1.385
80 0.78 0.21 1.39
85 0.74 0.16 1.39
90 0.71 0.13 1.39
95 0.68 0.10 1.39
100 0.65 0.085 1.39
105 0.63 0.071 1.395
110 0.61 0.061 1.395
115 0.59 0.053 1.395
120 0.58 0.048 1.395

Table 2. Effect of a Change in Data Rate On LPI Performance. From Eq. (19)

+ = 900o = 120o

Pc 8c Pc Oc

1 1 1
1.5 1.21 1.5 1.22
2.0 1.4 2.0 1.40
3.0 1.68 3.0 1.7
10.0 2.91 10.0 2.96
20.0 3.94 20.0 4.00
30.0 4.68 30.0 4.80
50.0 5.75 50.0 5.95
100.0 7.56 100.0 7.87

1000.0 16.38 1000.0 17.67
104 29.54 104 32.88
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3.2.4. Conclusion

It is found out that transmission distances affect LPI performance much more serverly than would
transmission data rates. So it is better, when considering the network LPI requirement, to relay
transmission through a nearby submarine, which in our network configuration is the submarine at
the center. Indirect routing provides a better LPI performance for the whole fleet of submarines.
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4) Coding and ARQ for reliable transmission and LPI

The last part of our research was devoted to the use of forward error
correction (FEC) and automatic repeat request (ARQ) to provide reliable
communication without using much power, thus resulting in good LPI
performance. A complete analysis is attached in Appendix. It assumes
that non-conherent FSK modulation is used on a Rayleigh fading channel.

Four systems are analyzed:
- plain ARQ without coding
- ARQ with Block Coding
- ARQ with Convolutional Coding
- ARQ with time diversity signaling (repetition coding)

In each system data bits are formed in groups of size n to which is
appended an error detection checksum and framing overhead of size h.
The resulting frame of n + h bits is passed to an encoder of rate Rc

(either block or convolutional; in the case of block, the block size is K).
The output of the encoder is then passed to a modulator.

At the receiver demodulation is followed by error correction. If any
residual errors are detected (through the checksum) a repetition is
requested.

The key performance criteria used are the detectability of the signal
(called :) and the efficiency with which the channel is used (called p). A
key variable that must be optimized on is the block size n. The key
results are sumrrmarized in figure 25 of the Appendix where it is shown
that using Block or Convolutional codes allow to operate with both a
higher efficiency and lower detectability than using plain ARQ, even with
diversity transmission. Except in the case of plain ARQ without diversity
it appears to be fruitless to try to vary ji, its value at a reasonable
operating pint is very much dictated by the other parameters of the
system.

The Appendix considers only systers where the probabilty of undetected
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error is negligible. In some situations it is permissible to have many
errors in the data; such situations can also be depicted on figure 25. For
example the operating point for a systemr without FEC and ARQ has
efficiency . = 1 and requires a signal to noise ratio x of 20 dB for a
Probability of error of 10-; for such a value of x., ; (= .. ) is 10-4

which is surprisingly still not as good from a LPI standpoint as using an
"error free" ARQ combined with FEC. It is only for larger probability of
error that dropping ARQ and FEC pays off from an LPI standpoint.
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ABSTRACT

The problem of error control in low-probability-of-intercept (LPI) communications is com-

plicated by two somewhat conflicting performance objectives, namely throughput efficiency and

LPI performance . Maximizing throughput calls for a high signal-to-noise ratio, whereas a high

signal-to-noise ratio often leads to poor LPI performance. The trade-off between the throughput of

an ideal selective repeat ARQ system and its corresponding LPI performance, based on the quality

factor of an energy detector, is analyzed. The analysis assumes that the channel error probability

is given. In particular, the channel error probability corresponding to a non-coherent binary FSK

over a Rayleigh fading channel is used as an example. The application of FEC coding for improved

system performance is investigated. ARQ systems with time diversity signaling of orders 2,4 and 8

are also studied. It is shown that, in all cases, any optimal operating point with respect to a given

reward function of throughput and LPI performance lies on an Efficiency Frontier. The Efficiency

Frontiers for ARQ systems with various length of the header, and those operating in fading channels

with various attenuation are generated on the computer.
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§1 INTRODUCTION

There are two basic approaches to error control, namely Forward-Error-Correction (FEC)

and Automatic-Repeat-and-Request (ARQ) schemes [1]. ARQ techniques are particularly useful

for low-probability-of- intercept (LPI) communications because they allow signals to be transmitted

at low signal-to-noise ratios, at the expense of multiple transmissions. However, when the number

of retransmissions is very large, the probability of intercept becomes considerable. The expected

number of retransmissions can be reduced by improving the channel bit error probability. One way

to lower the bit error probability is to use FEC coding in addition to ARQ. The error correction

coding and the error detection coding in the ARQ system may be concatenated as two separate

operations [2]. They may also be combined into a so called hybrid ARQ [3]. If very low error

probability is not an objective (as for non-control data here), then FEC can be used without ARQ

for potential LPI improvement. This will not be investigated in this report.

There are many different ARQ schemes, the throughputs of which are well known [3]. In

particular, the throughput of an ideal selective-repeat ARQ system (in data bits per channel trans-

mitted bit) with infinite buffering is given by

where n is the length of the data block in bits, h the length of the header in bits (Including the

Cyclic-Redundancy-Check bits) ,and Pc the probability that a transmitted block contains no error.

It is widely known that (1) represents an upper bound on the throughput of all ARQ systems [4].

The problem of error control in LPI communications is complicated by two somewhat con-

flicting performance objectives, namely throughput efficiency and LPI performance. Maximizing

throughput calls for a high signal-to-noise ratio. On the contrary, a high signal-to-noise ratio often

leads to poor LPI performance. There is a significant trade-off between throughput efficiency and

LPI performance. The above trade-off and its implications on system design for LPI communica-

tions are discussed in subsequent sections.
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The basic purpose of an LPI capability is to minimize the probability that the transmitted

signals are intercepted by an adversary. In [5], several types of intercept detectors for spread-

spectrum signals have been described. One common intercept detector is an energy detector. The

performance of an energy detector is measured by its effective post-detection signal-to-noise ratio,

d, given below [5] [6].

d=GQW/R) WTf (2)

where T is the total time taken in seconds to transmit a given message, RD the data rate in bits

per second, W the bandwidth of the system in hertz, WI the bandwidth of the interceptor in hertz,

and Eb/No the average energy-to-noise ratio per data bit. G is a scenario-dependent factor [6].

A signal is said to be detectable by the interceptor if

d dT (3)

where dT is the interceptor's detection threshold for given probabilities of detection and false alarm.

Equivalently, a signal is detectable if

G > dT E/bN -- (4)

Note that the detection threshold is modified by the processing gain due to modulation and coding,

bandspreading, as well as a factor that is inversely proportional to VX. This threshold multiplier

is often known as the quality factor of the LPI system. The larger the value of this quality factor,

the greater the threshold that the interceptor must exceed in order to detect the signal. Let this

quality factor (i.e. the threshold multiplier in (4)) be denoted by Q.

Suppose that the total length of the message is S bits, and the transmission rate is R encoded

information bits per second. Let f, be the expected number of transmissions of each communicated

block. Then, the total time to transmit the message is

T ( n ) ( (5)

But, it is easy to verify that

P = Pc + 2(1- PC)P, + 3(1 - PC)2PC + .... = (6)



Therefore,

T = S (7)

And, the quality factor, Q, can be written as follows.

Q= E/ow-p (8)
b( IE/No V WIS

Let x be the average energy-to-noise ratio per ARQ bit, and RA be the ARQ bit rate. Then,

(Eb/NO)RD = xRA (9)

And therefore,

IQ=-z RA wIR (10)q = x V WIs 

Assuming that all the variables in (10), except for it and x, are given, we can define a

corresponding LPI performance index, A, based on the quality factor Q.

X2=- (11)

Note that v/A is proportional to the quality factor, Q. From (1) and (11), we obtain

In general, P increases monotonically wit h , with a decreasing rate. It is clear from (1) and

In general, PC increases monotonically with x, with a decreasing rate. It is clear from (1) and

(12) that there exists no value of x that maximizes both pu and A simultaneously.

In practice, one cannot choose an x that is arbitrarily large.

The block length, n, can also be used to control the throughput and LPI performance of the

system [7] [8] [9]. Strictly speaking, n is a positive integer. However, for mathematical simplicity,

let's pretend that n is a positive real number for the subsequent analysis. It is understood that in

case the analysis results in an optimal n that is not an integer, it will be replaced by its closest

integral neighbor. As n is usually a large number, the above treatment is not very critical.
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§2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Let's now state the problem more precisely. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the ARQ

system we are interested in. The system consists of four abstract layers of communications, namely

the Physical Layer, the Modem, the Codec and the Data Link Control. In our analysis, the forward

channel in the Physical Layer is assumed to be a Rayleigh fading channel. The analytical results

can readily be modified for other channels of interest. Suppose that non-coherent binary frequency-

shift-keying (FSK) is used. Then, the channel bit-error-probability is given below [10],

P(M) 2 + 1RC (13)2 + pRx

where R, is the FEC code rate (Re = 1 if FEC is not used), and p is the expected value of the

square of the attenuation factor associated with the fading channel. Other modulation schemes are

considered in section 4.3.

Throughout this report, we assume that the Codec is separated from its adjacent layers. ARQ

systems with joint coding and modulation schemes or with hybrids of Codec and Data Link Control

are beyond the scope of this work. The sending and receiving terminals perform the usual functions

of a Data Link Control. The feedback channel is assumed to be error-free. This can be achieved

by using appropriate link level protocols.

The design objective is to jointly maximize It and A, with respect to x and n, subject to some

practical constraints on the control variables, and possibly a reward function of M and A. If the

constraints and the reward function are all known, the problem is just a fairly straight-forward

constrained optimization problem with multiple objectives. Suppose they are not given. Let's take

a look at the set of all feasible pairs of p and A, for all practical combinations of x and n. It will

be shown in the analysis that only a subset of these pairs are potential optimal operating points.

We will discover that this subset of operating points lie on a curve which dictates the trade-off

between the throughput and LPI performance of the ARQ system. In addition, this curve varies

with different values of p and the length of the header.
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§3 ANALYSIS

We first consider the plain ARQ system. The general results are mostly applicable to the

cases with FEC coding, and those with time diversity signaling, all of which will be considered in

subsequent sections.

3.1 PLAIN ARQ

With neither FEC coding nor diversity signaling, R, = 1, and the probability that a trans-

mitted block contains no error is

= (I - p(x)) (n+h) (14)

where

P( ) 2 + p(15)2 + px

This assumes that errors are independent. This is true for many channels, but may not be entirely

realistic for a fading channel, except when frequency hopping and interleaving are employed.

The throughput and the LPI performance index are respectively

s= p(x, n)= (n (1-p(X)) nh)(16)

A = A(,n)= ( )(l -p(x))(n+h) (17)

Let (x;, no,) be the pair of control variables that maximizes u, and (x*, n,) be the pair that

maximizes A. It is obvious from (15) and (16) that for x < a,

* =- (18)

To determine n;, we take the derivative of u with respect to n, and set that to zero.

dn =[ = (4+h) + ln(l-p(x))]P =0O (19)
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Thus,

2 + 1- [hln(l - p(z))] ) (20)

Also,

a2. 2nhhi\2 /<0
an2 I n nn+h)( 2 n + h)JM. (21)

Hence, n* (x) maximizes ,/ for the given value of x. It follows that

n =n* () (22)

And, the highest achievable throughput is

.max = /(2X/, n,) (23)

Since A is directly proportional to pt, with a multiplier that depends only on x, it is clear that

nj = n*(x>) (24)

Maximizing A with respect to x, we have

a{ 2 + (n + h) 1 [ dp = (25)ax ,. x L1 - p(x)JJ

Hence, x*(n) satisfies

[P(d ) )n + h p() .. (26)

From (15) and (26), we obtain

(n + h)px - 2(1 + px)(2 + ps)l. = 0 (27)

In general, there are two roots to the above quadratic equation in x. Consider the second derivative

of A with respect to x.

a 2 (2) [(1 + px)(2+ p)] [(px)2- ]A (28)

Thus, A achieves a maximum at x* if

(px*)2 > 2 (29)
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From (27), we have

* (n) = 4n +h-6(n + h6)2] (30)

Note that A(x*(n), n) is a local maximum. The global maximum is infinity at x = 0. There is

a local minimum between x = 0 and x = v/2/p, where p is in the order of 1. Several things break

down in our expression for A when x is betwen 0 and V2/p. First of all, the expression for p(x)

breaks down over this range of x. Also, (1), which relates ,u to the block error probability, breaks

down. Thus, over the region of interest, A(x*(n),n) is the only achievable maximum for a given

value of n.

Figure 2 shows the LPI performance as a function of x for n = 32 and n = 80. In this and

all subsequent examples, unless otherwise stated, h and p are assumed to be equal to 32 and 1

respectively.
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The bounds defined by (37) is shown in Figure 4. Note that (xz, n*) is very close to a corner

of the bounding region. It appears that this corner point is an excellent approximation of (xx, no).

Let the above approximation of (xi, n) be (xi, ). It can be obtained by solving the

following simultaneous equations.

n = (2px + 6 - h) (48)

n h (1 / (49)2 ( l + px) (49)

Thus, for h = 32 and p = 1,

I (3h )- 1 + +(ah 16) } = 20.6 (50)

nA = (2pd:i + - h) -T 15 (51)

Recall that (xL, nl) = (20.4,15). Hence, (iz, hn) is indeed a very good approximation.

Even though (50) and (51) are explicit functions of h it is not immediately transparent

how ~ and A, vary with h. It will be even less transparent if (50) and (51) are used to derive

approximations for jix,_m and Ama,.

From (37), we see that nX is upper bounded by h/2. We now show that nx is well approximated

by

h= := 16 (52)



Figure 4
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Theorem 1.1

An approximation for no is given by

-) (53)

Proof of Theorem 1.1

From (30), we obtain the following lower bound on zx.

:l:> > 4 (n* +h-6 > -- h-6 (54)

It follows from (15) and (54) that

P() < h+2 1 (55)

Thus, p(x,) tends to zero with increasing value of h.

From (15) and (44), we have

lim {w(z)} = lim(1 - 2p) = 1 (56)
p(x)-*0 p-*

It can be verified that

P- {-(1-p)ln(1-p)} (57)

From (41), (56) and (57), we obtain

lim{n} = (58)

For x; > 2/p, and any practical value of h, p(xz) < 1. Hence, (53) is a good approximation for

nx.

Q.E.D.

We can similarly find good approximations for x,, ;x.. and A,,ma respectively.
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Theorem 1.2

An approximation for x* is given by

x = 4 h- 4 (59)

Proof of Theorem 1.2

From (30), (37) and (52), we have

X < ( +1 + ( h- 6)2 - (60)
z~< a h-4p l+, _ , 1-(x+h6)2

The following bound on xx is tight for h > 8.

'P ( A+h-6 =- h-4 (61)

Hence, (59) is a good approximation for Ax.

Q.E.D.

Corollary 1

From (15) and Theorem 1.2, we have

2 +(p~i)~ = ~ ~(62)(A) 2 + pz; 2 + P:(X

And, p(xz) is well approximated by PA given below.

PA = 3h-4 (63)
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Theorem 1.3

For h » 8a, pXm and A,,,.. are well approximated by a and A respectively given below.

1 (3h - 8\ 3h/2 1 1

3 = 3h - << (6 3

_1 83h _ 8)4p 2 16 ( p (65)
3 3h -4 3h 12 27 eh

Proof of Theorem 1.3

The proof follows from (16),(17),(52),(59),(63) and a well-known fact that limt,o(1+t)1 / t = e.

Q.E.D.

We conclude from the above Theorems that both Ax and n* increase approximately linearly

with h. The approximations in (64) and (65), plotted against log2 (h), are shown in Figures 5 and

6 respectively. The locus of the point, (pX,,,,Ama-), for various values of h is shown in Figure 7.

Taking into consideration that the approximations are good for h >> 8, we can expect that A,,,

decreases with the length of the header while paur depends only slightly on it.
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The true values and corresponding approximations for xz, ni, x and A,,, are summarized

in Table 1 for comparison. Evidently, the approximations are very good.

Table 1

Results for Plain ARQ
Sx* 20.4 -x 21
ni* 15 n 16

AAxm 0.0373 ~ 0.0395
Ama,, 8.96 * 10- 5 A 8.95 * 10- 5
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Figure 6

APPROXIMATE Amaz FOR PLAIN ARQ
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Figure 7

APPROXIMATE LOCUS OF (,X Ama) FOR PLAIN ARQ
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We have so far obtained two operating points, namely (/SmaxZ,A~m,_) and (/.x,,_,Amax).

When neither throughput nor LPI performance dominates the overall system design objectives,

these operating points may not be optimal. We now show that all the potential optimal operating

points belong to a small subset, known as the Efficiency Frontier.

Recall that

A(x2 ) / (66)

With a fixed value of z, A varies linearly with /A for different values of n. Figure 8 shows a family

of Iso-x lines. The tip of each Iso-x line corresponds to the operating point with /t = t4(x, n* (x))

and A = A(z, n*(z)). For a fixed value of n, one can also vary x to trace out an Iso-n curve. As

pointed out earlier, we ignore the range of x up to V2/p since our model breaks down over this

range. Figure 9 shows a family of Iso-n curves.

In Figure 10, the two families of curves are put together. For obvious reasons, the envelope

joining A, B and C is called the Efficiency Frontier. Any point that is not on this frontier is

not efficient because one can increase either j/ or A without decreasing the other. The Efficiency

Frontier describes the trade-off between throughput and LPI performance. It is easily obtained by

joining the tips of all the Iso-x lines for z between xx and Y.

A civilian user who cares only about throughput will operate at point C. When LPI perfor-

mance is the primary concern, point A is the optimal operating point. Suppose that the reward

function of 4 and A is

J(/A, A) = min(Ott, A) (67)

where 0 > 0 and increasing 0 indicates increasing LPI performance requirement relative to through-

put efficiency. Then, point B, as shown in Figure 10, is the optimal operating point.

The Efficiency Frontier for the plain ARQ system is shown in Figure 11. It clearly shows that

good LPI performance can be achieved at the expense of throughput efficiency.
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Figure 10

TRADE-OFF BETWEEN THROUGHPUT & LPI PERFORMANCE
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Figure 11

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER FOR PLAIN ARQ
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3.2 ARQ WITH BLOCK CODING

We have learned that without FEC coding, one cannot simultaneously achieve a good LPI

performance and any reasonable throughput. We now consider the case with block coding.

The block diagram in Figure 1 is still applicable. The encoder receives ARQ blocks of (n + h)

bits, divides them into FEC blocks of K bits, and then encodes them at a rate of Re. In this case,

the probability that an ARQ block contains no error is given by

P, = (1- (n+))h(+h)/K (68)

where l(x) denotes the FEC block error probability. The throughput efficiency and LPI index are

respectively

ju= 1? ( R h) (1- ((/K) (69)

A = ) R( h) (- ( +)K (70)

We can also go through a similar analysis as before, and obtain the following results.

(a) m~, = ,(x , no) =n (m, n*(Tx))

(b) Amax = A(xx, nj) where (x*, ,n) solves the simultaneous equations,

n = n'*() and xx= x*(n)

(c)

n*(x)= 2_ -1 + 1 [hIn (I-6,(s)) ] } (71)

(d) x*(n) satisfies

[ )dX\1 (n+h) [ (z) ]\* (72)

(e) A,..o. = A(Z;, n;)
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(f) , = k(x~, nx )

Lemma 2

An upper bound on nX is given by

n { 2 ) 1- <(z) ] I >tF (73)

where

W(X) [ (74)

Proof of Lemma 2

The proof follows from the steps outlined in (38) through (43) in the proof of Lemma 1.

Q.E.D.
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In general, there is no closed form expression for ((x). We will approximate ((x) by an upper

bound. Suppose that soft-decision decoding is used on a Rayleigh fading channel. Then, the block

error probability for any linear block code is upper bounded as follows [10].

(x) < Ed Nd 2d- (p()) = (x) (75)
d=d n d

where L = (K/Rc), Nd is the number of codewords with weight d, d,in is the minimum weight of

the chosen block code, and

P(X) = 2pR (76)

is the bit error probability for the channel.

Using i(x) as an approximation to ((x), we obtain an approximation of w(x), which is given

below.
g(x) ( pRcx N
() = 9( ( 2 + pR ) (77)

where

g(x)= E dd d p(X)) (78)
d=dm-j

The bound in (73) becomes

-e 29 (x) (1-(x)) 2 + pRth xa it9

Note that

() > din (80)

In the practical range of x, the bound in (80) is tight. And, from (77) and (80)

t(x) > dmn (+ pR)x dmin (81)
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Theorem 2.1

An approximation for nj is given by

A= h (dQ n) (82)

Proof of Theorem 2.1

For x >> 2/(pRo), ((zx) < 1. The proof then follows from (73) and (81).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 2.2

An approximation for xz is given by

:z = I-'(ix) (83)

where -1(*) stands for the inverse of the function a(*), and

= { h(dmn + 2)dmn + 4K } (84)

is an approximation for {(sx).

Proof of Theorem 2.2

The proof follows from (72), (74) and (81), using hx in place of no.

Q.E.D.
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Theorem 2.3

pL,m. and Am,,,ax are well approximated by A and A respectively given below.

dmin h(dmin + 2)dmini (diOr+2)h/(2K) dmin n
dmin +2J 2 h(dni, + 2)dmin + 4K «Re dmin +2 (85)

= { ' [h(dmin + 2)dmin + 4K1 } (86)

Proof of Theorem 2.3

The proof follows from (69), (70), (82), (83) and (84).

Q.E.D.

Let's consider the Golay(24,12) block code as an example. The set of values of d, Nd, and

2dd l) are shown in Table 2 [10].

Table 2

Golay(24,12) Block Code
d Nd (d)

O 1 1
8 759 6435
12 2576 1.4 * 106
16 759 3.0 * 10
24 1 1.6 * 1013
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Figure 12 shows the intersection of the two curves, n*(z) and z*(n), for h = 32 and p = 1.

The upper bound on n* is also shown in the same figure. The true values and corresponding

approximations for x;, n,, mos and Ama, are summarized in Table 3.

Table 3

Results for ARQ with Golay(24,12) Block Code
x* 17.6 x 16.5
n* 105 n 128

pI~.. A 0.2820 1 0.3122

Ama, 9.10 * 10- 4 A 11.47 * 10- 5

Suppose that T = 40. Then, we have (z2, n,) = (40, 2058). And,

m,, = -0.4847 (87)

AA, . = 3.02 * 10- 4 (88)

Comparing these results with those for the case without FEC coding (See (33),(34),(35) and

(36)), we find that the Golay(24,12) block code improves the system performance by an order of

magnitude. Figure 13 shows the Efficiency Frontier for the case with Golay(24,12) block code.
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Figure 12
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Figure 13

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER FOR ARQ WITH GOLAY(24,12) BLOCK CODE
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3.3 ARQ WITH CONVOLUTIONAL CODING

We now consider the case with convolutional coding. In this case, the encoder accepts blocks of

(n+ h) bits, and encodes the whole block using convolutional codes. Strictly speaking, a truncation

tail may have to be appended to each block. Nevertheless, we will ignore this for it is usually very

short compared to the length of the blocks, and does not affect the results very much.

Let P2 (d) be the probability of error in the pairwise comparison of two paths which differ

in d bits. Let ad be the number of paths, of distance d from the all-zero path, which merge with

the all-zero path for the first time. It is widely known that the first-event error probability, e, is

bounded as follows. [10]
00

_ < E adP2(d) (89)
d=df

where df is the free distance of the chosen convolutional code. Suppose that soft-decision decoding

is used. Then, P2 (d) is bounded as follows.

P2 (d) < (4p(x) (1 - p(x))) (90)

where p(z) is given in (76).

From (89) and (90), we have
00 d

(x) ad (4p() (1 - p(X))) = ~(X) (91)
d=d!

The above expression can also be written in terms of the generating sequence, T(D).

T(D) = E adDd (92)
d=d!

Thus,

((x) = T(D)ID=4 p(x)[l1-p(x)] (93)

Note that 4(*) can be expressed as a function of x, p or D.

Given a block of (n + h) bits, the probability of error is bounded as follows.

e(x) < (n + h)e(x) < (n + h)8(x) = 9(x) (94)
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Obviously, the above bound is useful only when

q() <( 1 (95)

From here on, we will use e(x) and i(x) to approximate E and e respectively. For convenience,

the hats will be dropped. And, no effort is made to distinguish between equality and approximate

equality.

The probability that a transmitted block contains no error is

P: = (1 - (x)) = (1 - (n + h)()) (96)

Hence, the throughput and the LPI index are respectively

. = R n h) (-(n + h)(x)) (97)

A = (2)Rc(n+) (1-(n+h)E()) (98)

A similar analysis as before yields the following results.

(a) m = (, n,) = =(, n (Z)).

(b) Amaz = A(xz, nj) where (xi, ,n) solves the simultaneous equations,

n= n*(x) and x = x*(n)

(c)

,n*() = -h + h-() (99)

(d) x*(n) satisfies
x d _ 2{1-(n + h)E(X)} (100)

LE(x) dx .- (n + h)E(x) 

(e) Ar,m.. = -A(,, nA,)

x(f) /*Am = js(x, n)41
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Lemma 3

A lower bound for n, is given by

no = h{w(x)/2} > h{S(zx)df/2} (101)

where

x z de)] [(dD)] dadDd } (102)

and
z dD> ( pRx ( pR~x

[Dk ( dx )] 2 + pR,x 1 + pR,x) (103)

Proof of Lemma 3

From (99), we have

((n + h)(x)) = ( h) (104)

From (100) and (102), we have

((n + h)(x)) = w(z) +2 (105)

Combining (104) and (105), we obtain

n, = h{w(x,)/2} (106)

From (102), we have

w(x) _> 5(x)df (107)

The inequality in (107) is due to the fact that

oo 00

Z dadDd Ž E dfadD (108)
d=d! d=d!

Finally, the expressions in (106) and (107) imply

n; > h{8(xj)df/2} (109)

Q.E.D.
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Theorem 3.1

An approximation for n, is given by

A,= (hn) (110)

Proof of Theorem 3.1

From (103), we know that 8(z) approaches 1 with increasing value of x. Equation (110) then

follows from (109) by letting 6(^x) = 1.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.2

An approximation for x* is given by

ZA = E1'(EA) (111)

where '-1(*) stands for the inverse of the function E(*), and

= dh df+2 2 (112)

Proof of Theorem 3.2

For x; > 2/(pR0 ), D < 1, and we have

> dadDd
W(z) ad" ;-- df (113)

The proof then follows from (105), (110) and (113). Alternatively, it can also be derived from (104)

and (110).

Q.E.D.
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Theorem 3.3

Ax.mN and Am,,, are well approximated by Ai and A respectively given below.

2= R df + 2 ) (114)

i= [ (df 2)] } (115)

Proof of Theorem 3.3

The proof follows from (97), (98), (110), (111) and (112).

Q.E.D.

As an example, consider the rate 1/2 convolutional code with df = 5 and the following

generating sequence. [11]

T(D) = (1-2D) (116)

Then,

() = 1 - 2D (117)D=4p(x)[1-p(x)]

It can be verified that

dadDd (dT 5- 8D=T(D) (118)
d=df 1 -2 )D )

It follows from (102), (92) and (118) that

(x) = (X)5 - 8D (119)
i(.z) = 6((- 2D D=4p(x)[l-p(()l

where 6(x) is given in (103).
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Figure 14 shows the intersection between n*(x) and z*(n). The lower bound on n; is also

included in the graph. The true values and corresponding approximations for Xz, no, SL~X, and

Ama, are summarized in Table 4.

Table 4

Results for ARQ with Convolutional Coding
X* 24.2 i 24.8

77 80
x-.s. 0.2496 4 0.2551

Amacx 4.26 * 10 - 4 X 4.15 * 10 - 4

Suppose that 2 = 40. Then, (za, n,) = (40,332). It follows that

jo,na = 0.4228 (120)

>Ass = 2.64 *10 - 4 (121)

Again, the above example shows that with FEC coding, the system performance can be

improved by an order of magnitude. Without FEC coding, the system performance is often not

acceptable.

Figure 15 shows the Efficiency Frontier for the case with the rate 1/2 convolutional code.
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Figure 14

(al, nm) FOR ARQ WITH CONVOLUTIONAL CODING
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Figure 15

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER FOR ARQ WITH CONVOLUTIONAL CODING
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3.4 ARQ WITH TIME DIVERSITY SIGNALING

To complete the analysis, we now look at the case with time diversity signaling of order

V. When non-coherent orthogonal binary FSK with square-law combining is used, the bit error

probability for x > V/p is given below. [10, formula 7.4.35]

(x) ( V )v(2V - 1) (122)

where V is a positive integer.

When V = 1, this case degenerates to the plain ARQ system. Equations (122) and (15) are,

however, not exactly the same because (122) is an approximation of the actual channel bit-error-

probability.

The throughput and LPI index are respectively

(123)nh)

= z2) - n + h) (1-(x)) (123)

Again, a similar analysis as before leads to the following results.

(a) x = ,(X, n%) = (, n* (x))

(b) A'maLx = A(x), n*) where (xL, nJ) solves the simultaneous equations,

n=n*(x) and x=x*(n)

(c)

n*(x) = 2 -1 + 1 [ hln(1 - p(x))} (125)

(d) x*(n) satisfies

(Z) (d ) n + h)[(z) .. 1
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(e) A,,_. = A(Zx,n*)

(f) .LA,,, = IL= n~)

Lemma 4

An upper bound for n, is given by

n < h {w(x)[ 1 ] (127)

where
x d

W(,(X) =V· d(~) dp= v(128)

Proof of Lemma 4

The proof follows from the steps outlined in (38) through (43) in the proof of Lemma 1.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.1

An approximation for nj is given by

fAhX= ) (129)

Proof of Theorem 4.1

The bound in (127) tends to h(V/2) with decreasing V(x*). For z >> V/p, (p(x*) < 1. From

(125), (126) and (128), we obtain

Tn=h { (1 (x~) }(130)
2=h) -(1 - p(z)) In(1 - p(z))
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It can be verified that

h+O -(1 - () ln( -ip)} (131)

Hence, (129) is a good approximation for n;.

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.2

An approximation for xA is given by

ZA 3 V (2V -1) [V(V + 2)h + 411] (132)

where p-l(*) stands for the inverse of the function p(*), and

=- ' {V(V+2)h+4) (133)

Proof of Theorem 4.2

The proof follows from (126), (128) and (129).

Q.E.D.

Theorem 4.3

px- and A,,, are well approximated by A and A respectively given below.

1= ( ){ V(V+ 2)h }(V+2)h/2 1
(V+ 2){ V(V + 2)h + 4 } V +2 (134)

and

= (p){2 {( 2 V-1) V(V +2)h+4-2/V (135)
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Proof of Theorem 4.3

The proof follows from (123), (124), (129), (132) and (133).

Q.E.D.

The intersections of n*(z) and z*(n) for V = 2, V = 4 and V = 8 are shown in Figures 16,17

and 18 respectively. In each of the three figures, the upper bound on n, is also included.
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Figure 16

(x,, n*) FOR ARQ WITH 2-DIVERSITY SIGNALING
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Figure 17

(x,, no) FOR ARQ WITH 4-DIVERSITY SIGNALING
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Figure 18

(x , n*) FOR ARQ WITH 8-DIVERSITY SIGNALING
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The true values and corresponding approximations for xz, no, ,Amxa and Ama, are summarized

in Table 5. We see that, within round-up errors, the approximations are indeed very good.

Table 5

Results for ARQ with Time Diversity Signaling
V 2 4 8

_* 27.9 36.3 53.7
_ n_____ 1 32 64 128

HxA___ 0.0925 0.1014 0.0778

Aa,,, 11.88 * 10- 5 7.71 * 10- 5 2.70 * 10- 5

:Hi, 27.9 36.3 53.7

_ _x 32 64 128
'_ 0.0927 0.1012 0.0779

A 11.89 * 10- 5 7.70 * 10- 5 2.70 * 10- 5

Suppose that i = 40. Then, we obtain zx, n,, P,,as and A,. as shown in Table 6.

Table 6

x:,n,/lCLa and A,,m.. for ARQ with Time Diversity Signaling
V 2 4 8
x_ *, 40 40 40

n*, 51 81 31
Imax 0.1645 0.1206 0.0216

A_ 10.28 * 10 - 5 7.54 * 10 - 5 1.35 * 10 -
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Figure 19

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER FOR ARQ WITH 2-DIVERSITY SIGNALING
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Figure 20

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER FOR ARQ WITH 4-DIVERSITY SIGNALING
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Figure 21

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER FOR ARQ WITH 8-DIVERSITY SIGNALING
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§4 SUMMARY

In this section, we summarize the analytical results presented in the previous sections. We also

present some numerical results for various levels of channel attenuation and length of the header.

4.1 GENERAL FORMULATION

All the cases analyzed in the previous sections share a common general formulation. We now

attempt to recapture all the important features of the models in a general framework. We will not

explicitly include the operating point with maximum throughput since it can be obtained from the

Efficiency Frontier.

With reference to Table 7, we have the following results.

(a) The generalized throughput is

R= ) ( - (n)(x)) (136)

(b) The generalized LPI index is

A 2 R(n + h n (137)

(c) n*(x), the optimal n given x, satisfies

1 (n h ) = ln(1- (x)) (138)

(Note that (138) is only an approximation for the case with convolutional coding. It is a

reasonably good approximation over the range of x where +(x) < 1.)

(d) x*(n), the optimal x given n, satisfies

) =(n)(n)w(z)+ 2 (139)
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where
x x do

(X) (z dx (140)

(e) An approximation for n, is

f=h( 2) (141)

where wt is an approximation for w(x).

(f) An approximation for x, is

4x = ~-l {+} (142)

where

= 7(hx){ (iA) i+2 } (143)

(g) An approximation for /Im, is

P' ( wo + 2- I (x)i) - 2 <<} (A) ( +2 (144)

(h) An approximation for Am,,, is

A = {-i [r(-A) (l(,X)wt +2)] } -2 (145)

Table 7

Generalized System Variables
Variables No FEC Block Convolutional Diversity

Ro 1 RC RC 1/V
4+ (x) p(x) P(X) ~(x ) ()
o(n) 1 1 (n + h) 1
t(n) (n + h) (n + h)/K 1 (n + h)
y(n) n n/K (n + h) n

w_ 1 dmin df V
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It is interesting to observe that ti, the approximation for w(x), plays an important role in

the approximate solutions. Moreover, it is clearly a measure of the minimum distance between

transmitted words of the ARQ systems.

4.2 APPROXIMATIONS WITH LARGE VALUES OF h

For sufficiently large values of h, we further have the approximations shown in Table 8. In

particular, as h tends to infinity, the approximation for /), tends to 1/(3e2 ) if no coding or

diversity is used. Although the approximation is upper bounded by the code rate, Rc, significant

improvement seems to be possible when FEC coding is used. For the case with time diversity, the

approximation for jLu,,m suggests that improvement is possible only for a small range of V.
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Table 8

APPROXIMATIONS WITH LARGE VALUES OF h

Plain ARQ Block Coding Convolutional Time Diversity
Coding

|lI(nr) :| 3h/2 1 ni + 1 )h 1

()2 d_ 2/2 2/2| im; [ ] |( )' 2 ( 2 /d ; | | ( a)22

- Rc for large d,i, |i Rc for large df O for large V

* For :x < :, A = ->
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4.3 NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we substantiate our analytical results by numerical computations. Due to the

lack of simple closed form expressions of the bit-error-probabilities for the ARQ systems with block

or convolutional coding, we will limit our computations only to ARQ with time diversity signaling,

which includes the plain ARQ system.

A simple BASIC program, to be found in the Appendix, is used to generate the Efficiency

Frontier of a given ARQ system with time diversity signaling. The program can be used to model

four different modulation and detection combinations. The channel bit-error-probabilities for the

four combinations are given below. [10, page 4701

p(z) 1 R (146)mpR, x

where Re = 1/V and { 1 for Non-Coherent Binary FSK;
m 2 for Coherent Binary FSK; (147)

m 2 for Binary DPSK;
4 for Coherent BPSK.

The corresponding ARQ bit-error-probability is as follows. [10, section 7.4]

(x) (2V 1)(()) v (148)

While square-law combining is used with non-coherent binary FSK, maximum ratio combining is

used with the other three cases.

Note that p(x) for V = 1 is only an approximation of that in (15). For large values of x,

the approximation is fairly good. We will not separately use (15) for the plain ARQ system in our

computations since the small difference is not worth such effort.

By letting y = mpx, it is not difficult to see from (123) and (124) that the Efficiency Frontier

is shifted downwards with decreasing p, or upwards with increasing m. The above prediction is

confirmed by the numerical results shown in Figures 22 and 23.
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In Section 3.1, we predicted that the optimal LPI performance degrades with increasing length

of the header. This is confirmed by the numerical results shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 22
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Figure 23

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIERS
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Figure 24

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIERS
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Figure 25 shows the Efficiency Frontiers for ARQ with time diversity signaling of orders 1, 2,

4 and 8. The Efficiency Frontiers for the two cases with FEC coding, considered in Sections 3.2

and 3.3, are also included for comparison. It is rather convincing that FEC coding outperforms

time diversity signaling by an order of magnitude. In general, system performance, in terms of

the Efficiency Frontier, degrades with increasing order of diversity. However, ARQ systems with

diversity of orders 2 and 4 outperform the plain ARQ system if x, the upper operating limit of x,

is approximately 23dB and 18dB respectively.
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Figure 25
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§5 CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

In Low-probability-of-intercept communications, there is a significant trade-off between the

throughput of an ARQ system and the LPI performance. All the potential optimal operating

points lie on an Efficiency Frontier, whose extreme ends correspond to the point with maximum

throughput and the point with maximum LPI performance respectively.

FEC coding can be used to improve the system performance by an order of magnitude. Time

diversity signaling may or may not help to improve the system performance. When the order

of diversity is high, the low signaling rate dominates over the saving in retransmissions, and the

system performance becomes worse than that with no diversity signaling.

In our analysis, we consider, as an example, non-coherent binary FSK signals transmitted

over a Rayleigh fading channel. The generalized formulation presented in the Summary is useful

for the study of cases with other modulation and detection schemes, and those operating in different

channels.

A computer program has been used to generate the Efficiency Frontiers for ARQ systems

with time diversity signaling operating in the Rayleigh fading channel. It is discovered that system

performance generally degrades with increasing order of diversity. The computer program also

incorporates different types of modems with binary signaling, namely, non-coherent FSK, coherent

FSK, DPSK and coherent PSK. The numerical results show that coherent BPSK has the best

performance amongst the four schemes. For operations in the fading channel, coherent BPSK is

perhaps the most difficult to achieve. It appears that better throughput and LPI performance can

also be achieved with sophisticated modems. System performance for various channel attenuation

and length of the header has also been examined. The results are consistent with those predicted

in the analysis.
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In this report, several assumptions have been made to simplify the mathematics involved.

More work needs to be done to relax these assumptions.

The assumption that channel bit errors are independent is not entirely realistic, especially

for a fading channel. However, if fast frequency hopping and interleaving techniques are used for

transmissions, this assumption may still be reasonable. Otherwise, further research in this aspect

is in order.

We have considered only one type of interceptor, namely the energy detector. In practice,

there are many other types of interceptors with different quality factors.

An ideal selective repeat ARQ system has been analyzed. Nonetheless, the results are to a

large extent applicable to a general ARQ system, since the performance of an ideal selective repeat

ARQ system provides a bound on the performance of the other ARQ systems.
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§6 APPENDIX

Computer Program for generating Efficiency Frontiers

100)C) 'FILENAME: ARQ.DIV DAE: AUSUST 1. 1985
1004 ' WHAY CHIOU LEE
1006 ' LABORATORY FOR INFORMATION AND DECISION SYSTEMS, M.I.T.

1010 'THIS PROSRAM SENERATES THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER OF A GIVEN ARM SYSTEM
!02t0 'WITH OR WITHOUT TIME DIVERSITY SISNALING
1040
1050 PRINT "SPECIFY THE UPPER LIMIT OF X IN DS"
1060 INPUT LGXU
1070 PRINT "SPECIFY THE LOWER LIMIT OF X IN DS"
1080 INPUT LSXL
lC090 PRINT "SPECIFY THE RESOLUTION OF THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER IN DB OF X"
11C00 INPUT RESOLUTION
ll&O LET UPT = INT((LSXU-LEXL)/RESOLUTION)
1140 DIM LGX(UPT)
1160C DIM X(UPT)
1180 LET LGX(C) = LSXL
1200 LET X (O) = 10" (LGXL/10)
1220 FOR 1=1 TO UPT
1240 LET LGX(I) = LSX(I-1) * RESOLUTION
1a56C LET X(I) = 10"'(LSX(I)/10)
180 NEXT I
180 '---------------------------------------
1400 PRINT "IS DEFAULT OKAY (ANSWER YES OR NO)"
14:C) INPUT SKIPS
1440 IF (SKIPS (> "YES") THEN c00C)
1480 '-------------

1500" '>)>>))>)>,"")))>)>))>)>))')DEFAULT<{<<{<<<<{(<(<(<<<(<<<{<<(<<<{(!<(
150) ' >>>>>>>>>>> >)'NON-COHERENT BINARY FSK WITH H=3_ AND RHIO= ( (( (( ( < ( ((
i 53 0 '--------
154.0 LET H=3-
.560 LET RHO=l
1580 LET MODULATION=C
16C)C LET DETECTIDN=O
I6'C0 GOTO -- "00 
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(continue)

1700- '------
20:,: PRINT "SPECIFY THE LENGTH OF THE HEADER"
:' I iNPUIT I
).40 P RINT "SPECIFY TE VALUE CF RHOC 

';-60t) INPUT RHO
10t0) PRINT "SPECIFY THE MODUL:-iT'iON SCHEME ()0 FOR BINARY iR-F; FOR BPSK)"
2:D]) INPUT MODULATION
2140 PRIN'T "SPECIFY THE DETE-TI ON SCHEMIE (0 FOR NON- COHERENT: I, FOi R COHE RENT)"
;6IS INPUT DETECTION
2a1 s------------------------------------------
2c) ' >>> > > > > > > > >>>>> > > > > > >C > > > NEL BIT-EARROR-PROBgiLITY.<7 < (((( ( <<((((((K "
'15 '__------------
;22¢t' T Y = RHO*R*X

-4i ' P(X = 1/Y OR NCN-COHERENT BINARY FSK
2652 ' P(X) = 1/(2*Y) FOR COHERENT BINARY FSK

2t2:;0 ' P(X = 1/('*Y) FOR BINgRY DPSK
3A.) ' P(X) = 1/(4*Y) FOR COHERENT BPSIK

232 --------------------------------------------
2480 LET M = (MODULATION+t)*(DETECTION+-i)
2500( DEF FNP;KY) = 1/(M*Y)

6t0(:) PRINT "ENTER ORDER OF DIVERSITY. OR 1 FOR PLAIN AROQ.
010 INPUT V

6:4:, ---------------------------------------------
S050 'GENERATING ((2V-i) CHOOSE V) FOR V=i TO V= 6 V
M:060 'FOR THE ORDER OF DIVERSITY UP TO 16.
6068 DIM G(15)
6C)070 LET G(]))=I
6080 FOR 1=1 TO 15
610:(: ) LET G(I) = G(I-!)*2*(2*I+-)/(I!t)
61E:0 NEXT I
6120 DEF FNCHOOSE(W) = G(W-1)
6130 ----------------------
6170 LET R = (1/V)
6180 IF V<=16 GOTO 626S0
62)-00) PRINT "THIS PROGRAM ACCEPTS V FROM I TO 16 ONLY. ";
6220 PRINT "TO CONTINUE, ENTER THE VALUE OF ((2V-1) CHOOSE V)"
6240 INPUT COEFF
6260 IF V > 16 THEN 6300)
6280 LET CCEFF = FNCHOOSE (V)
629 -------------------------------------------
6300) '> >>>>>> >>>DEFINING BIT-ERRCR-PROBABILITY FOR THE ARQ SYSTEM ((((((<< <
6302 ----------------------------------------
6310 DEF FNPHI(S) = COEFF*(FNP(RHO*R*S) " V)
6320) IF (FNPHI (X ()) ( 1) THEN 634C0
6324 'THE MODEL BREAKS DOWN WHEN THE BLOCCK-ERRCR-PROC2BILI TY, PHI (X),
6326 'IS GREATER THAN OR EDUAL TO UNITY
6323; PRINT "THE MODEL BREAKS DOWN FOR X (= ": LGX(0:): "DB. "
6330 PRINT "INCREASE THE LOWER LIMIT OF X AND TRY AGAIN."
6332 GOTO 998C0
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(continue)

e_-4 ----- __--------------_____--_--_--

6336 )>>) >))>> >) > > >) > O p T7MAL BLOCK LENGTH GIVEN -S/,N(A (X)(((( < < <(<<<

6340 DEF FNNSTAR(S) = (H/2)*( - S (1-4/ (H*LOG (FN I S) ) ) 
6342 ' THE FOLL OWING THREE STEPS PREVENT DIVIDINNG BY ,ERC IN LINE 6340:

6345 IF LOG!(-FNPHI(X(UPT))) ( 0 THEN 6260
6348 PRINT "UPPER LIMIT OF X IS TOO LARGE. TRY AGAIN"

£_50 GOTO 9980
62354 '

_35- '>> > ' >>> >;> ,> > >>>>>> > >\> PROBABLTY CF CORRECT TRA NSMiSSiNS<<<<<((((<<<<<<<<<

6360 DEF FNPC(S) = (! -- NPHI(S)) . (FNNSTAR(S) H)
6380 GOTO 8.00C
6400 '------
8000 ' \>>>>>> >>>>>> >>>>>>>> >>>>GENERATING OUTPUTS<(( < (((((<(<( < < (((( (

8002 '

8010 DIM N(UPT)
8(:20 DIM MU(UPT)
8040 DIM LAMBDA(UPT)
8060 FOR i=0 TO UPT
8080 LET N(I) = FNNSTAR(X(I))
8!00 LET MU(I) = (N(I)/(N(I-) ))*FNPC(X(I))*R
8e20 LET LAMBDA(I) = MU(I)/(X I)"'-)
8130 NEXT I

8134 'APPROXIMATION OF ERROR PRCBAB TILITY IS POOR FOR X LESS THAN ABCOUT 1 DB

8138 IF LGXL >= 10 THEN 8160

814C() PRINT "WARNING' THE MODEL MAY BREAK DOWN FOR VERY LOW VALUES OF X."
8149 PRINT "CERTAIN APPROXIMPTIONS USED IN THE MODEL ARE ONLY GOOD FOR X >>";

8144 PRINT USING "'.* "; 10*LOG( / !M*HC*R))/LG (1U);

8146 PRINT " DB."

8148 1--------------------------------------'
8150 'CHECKING TO SEE IF THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER CAN BE GENERATED FROM ANY

8152 ' PART OF THE SPECIFIED RANGE OF X.

8160 IF LAMBDA(UPT) (= LAMBDA(UPT-1) THEN 8200
8162 PRINT "WARNING! NO VALUE OF X WITHIN SPECIFIED RANGE CORRESPONDS TS ";

817T0 PRINT "ANY PART OF THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER. INCREASE UPPER LIMIT OF X."

88(:)0 PRINT "TRY AGAIN."
8190 GOTO 9980
8136 '--------------------

8138 'DETERMINING THE OPERAgTING POINT WITH MTXIMUM LPI PERFORMANCE
8200 LET PT=1

822)20 WHILE (LAMBDA(PT) > LAMBDA(PT-1)) AND (PT < UPT)
8240 LET PT = PT +1
826(, WEND
8280 LPT = PT -1
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(continue)

8400) PRINT
8410 PRINT " THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER OF AN PRO SYSTEMd FOR LPI CCMMUNICATiO N S!'
842(:) PRINT
8430( IF M(4 THEN 8450()
8440 PRINT " COHERENT SPSK"
8445 GOTO 8500o3
84-0 ON (M+iMODULAT ION) GOTO 8460, 470:),8480
846(0 PRINT " NON-COHERENT FSK"

8465 GOTO 8500
8470 PRINT " COHERENT FSK"
8475 GOTO 850(0
8480 PRINT " BINARY DPSK"
8500 IF V)1 THEN 8530
851( PRINT " PLAIN ARQ"
8521: GOTO 8560
8530 PRINT " ARQ WITH TIME DIVERSITY SIGNALING OF ORDER"; V
856 0 PRINT
8580 PRINT " LENGTH OF HEADER IS": H"SBITS"
860(0 PRINT " VALUE OF RHO IS";RHO
862(I) PRINT
8640 PRINT " X IN DB X N MU LAMBDA"
8660 LET L=LPT
8680 WHILE L (= UPT
87(00 PRINT USING "##4*. ¢#* "; LGX(L), X(L);
87:a0 PRINT USING " t##oi4#. "; N(L);

8740 PRINT USING "#. -*:~ . .... "; MU(L), LAMBDA(L)
8760 LET L=L+l
8780 WEND
880(0 PRINT
a880 PRINT "MAXIMUM LAMBDA IS ";
8830 PRINT USING " ;. '*"##:''"; LAMBDA (LPT) 
8840 PRINT " AND CORRESPONDING MU IS ";
8850 PRINT USING " #. *##**" ' '' * "; MU(LPT)
8860 PRINT "MAXIMUM MU IS ";
8870 PRINT USING " #. #**,#,-" '"; MU (UPT):
888( PRINT " AND CORRESPONDING LAMBDA IS ";
8890 PRINT USING " #. LMBDA (UPT)
9980 END
9999 ' **********************************************************************

Ok
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Sample Run

SP ECi-Y TL:' E LDER IITI-TT OF X I N DEB

SP-I-FY Tr E O.WR-R LI'.IT CF X iN D\B

o 1 'ECMT THE R,...', ,ON THE E FI-CVENCY _ IFRONTIER IT DA n= XTS Df---qULT O!kAY ( ANSWER YES OR NC)
' YES
EN'TER CRORDER CF DIERSITv Y CR 1 FOR PL-]I!N ARQ.

THE EF--C-ITNCY FRONTTIER OF AN AR SYS TEM FOR LPI COMMUNICATIONS

NON-COHERENT FSIK
PLAIN ARQ

LENGTH OF HEADER TS 32 BITS
VALUE OF RHO IS I

X IN DS X N iMU LAMIBDI 
14. 0*0 25. 12 16.3 i . 4 743E-1 (0. 751 LE-'4

14. 5(0: 2 8. !8 17. a .. 59 14E-01 0. 7445E-04-
i 5. C: C3. 6'2 19 4 i 0 . 723 i: 1 37E- -. .4
15. 50 35. 4 8 2 1 0. 8708)E-01 ( . 6 9 7E- j 4

S6. 400 39.1 22I. 0 32+)0 C).. 65 I 2 E 4
16. 50 44. 7 124. 9 0. . 1 ::7_i-+0c 0.. 6048E- 04
17. )0 5). ! 2 26. 3 0. 13933E+00 0.. 5547E-04
17. 50 56. 23 29. 2 0. 15931 E+)0 0. c C3,2'-E-o-.
18. 00 63. i0 31. 5 0. 1 793E+00 0°. 4518E-i04
18. 5(0 7(:) 73 34.1 0. 1 01t 5 E + 0 :0.. 4Ci 9E-(i40
19. 00 793. 43 36.7 0.. 2237E+00 0) 3546E-04
13. 51: 8. 13 393. 6 0.. ;-246gE+-00 0. 31,04E-)04
20.. o, 100. (D') 42. 7 C. ;7638E+00 0.C, 638 E-0 J4

MAXIMUM L.AMBDA iS (0. 7518E-04 rND CCRRESPONDING t1U ITS 0.4743E-00
!ARXIiMl Im IU IS 0. A'.2698E.+'0)0 AND CCRRESPONDING LA MBD IS S.. a698E-04

OCk
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Sample Run

SPEC.I.Y Tie P PER L T CF X iN DE
;- ,

PECI'.FY THE LOCWER _ IMIrT OF X IN DE

SP ECI-Y THE R ,ESOl TION OF THE EFFICIE NC Y FRCCN IE- iN DE OF X
? 0. 5
iS DEFAULT OKAY (ANSWER YE-S OR NO)
? NO
SPECIFY THE L ENGT OF THE HEADER
? 32
SPECIFY THE VALUE OF RHO
? 1
SPECIFY THE MODULATION SCHEM E (0 FOR EINARY FSK: I FOR BPS.)
? (0
SPECiFY THE DETECTION SCHEME (0 FOR NON-COHERENT: 1 FOR COHEREN- .

? 

THE EFFICIENCY FRONTIER OF AN ARO SYSTEM FOR LPI COMMUNICr'T IOCNS

NCON-COHERENT FSK
ARO WITH TIME DIVERSiTY SIGNALING OF ORDER -

LENGTH OF HEADER IS 3'i BITS
VALLUE OF R-O IS 1

X IN DiS X N Mi LAMBDA
14. 50 8. 18 3s2.6 0. 9438E-01 (D, 1 88E-03
15. ,0) 31. 6 37.9 0. 1 1 66E+00 0. 1iS6E-0
15. 50) 35. 48 44. 0) 0. 1398 E+of:() 0. I 1 -) -E-03
16.0c 393. 81 50. 8 0. 1635E+C ,D 0C ·1032E-03
1 . 5C) 44.67 58.6 0). 187 E+E-C)O C). 9384E-04
17. 00 5. 1 2 67.3 0. '2 )6E+()C) 0. 8385 E-C)4
17. 5C) 5 6. 3 77. 1 0. 2334Ei+00 :C). 738DE-04
18a00 63. 10 88. a C). i (55') E+ () C). 6411. E-I '04
i8. s5) 7C). 73 100.6 C. '27 +O- 0 . 5 50 0-. '- 4
19. 00 79.43 114.6 0. 2957E+(C) 0. 4686E-04
13. 5tC) 83. 1 3 130. 4 C). 3 141 + :: :.. 3 354 - 4
2c). 0C) (:)). C:)1 148. 0 0. 331 'lE+00 0.) . 331 2E-0 )4

MAFXIMi1UM LAMBSDA IS C. 1188E-C )3 AND CORRESPONDING MU IS 0. 9438'-01
MAXIMUM MU IS 0.3 312E+C)0 FIND CORRESPONDING LAfM.SD IS C:. 33aiE-( 4
Ok
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